here are several indexing techniques used in retrieval of spatial data. In this paper a comparative analysis is performed on three spatial indexing techniques-GiST (Generalized Search Tree), SP_GiST (Space partition Generalized Search Tree) and R-tree (Rectangle tree) in spatial database PostgreSQL/Postgre using Java API. The comparison is performed on five categories of spatial and non spatial queries ,namely Simple SQL, Geometry, Spatial Relational ship, Spatial Join and Nearest Neighborhood based on benchmark dataset of New York city. This paper performs experiment in all five categories and compares performance for each category on index structure.
b) GiST [7] : GiST or Generalized Search Tree, is a data structure that can be used to build a variety of disk-based search trees. Generalized Search Tree is a generalization of the B+ tree, providing a concurrent and recoverable height-balanced search tree infrastructure without making any assumptions about the type of data being stored. It supports wide range of data types. GiST can also support nearest-neighbor search, and various forms of statistical approximation over large data sets. The PostgreSQL GiST implementation includes support for variable length keys, composite keys, concurrency control and recovery; these features are inherited by all GiST extensions. c) SP_GiST [8] : SP-GiST is an abbreviation for space-partitioned GiST. SP-GiST supports partitioned search trees, which facilitate development of a wide range of different non-balanced data structures, such as quad-trees [9] , k-d trees [10] , and suffix trees (tries). The common feature of these structures is that they repeatedly divide the search space into partitions that need not be of equal size. Searches that are well matched to the partitioning rule can be very fast. The challenge addressed by SP-GiST is to map search tree nodes to disk pages in such a way that a search need access only a few disk pages, even if it traverses many nodes.Like GiST, SP-GiST is meant to allow the development of custom data types with the appropriate access methods, by an expert in the domain of the data type, rather than a database expert.
B. Spatial Database a) PostgreSQL-It is a powerful and open source object relational database system. It runs on operating system like Linux, Unix and windows. PostgreSQL is fully ACID compliant and supports SOL standards. PostgreSQL is interface for C/C++, java, .Net, Python, Ruby etc. It supports indexes like B-tree, R-tree, hash or gist storage methods. b)PostGIS-PostGIS is an extension of PostgreSQL. It supports spatial database and add spatial functions like distance, area, union, intersection and geometry in databases to improve the performance of the databases. In this paper indexes Rtree and GIST are performed on postGIS/PostgreSQL.
C. Dataset
The spatial data use in this paper is set of benchmark data of New York City. In this set subway stations are represented as point data, streets and subway lines are represented as line data, neighborhoods are represented as polygon data and population data represented as non spatial data. 
D. Index Construction Time
Three types of index i.e. Gist, SP_Gist and R-tree are created on benchmark data in this paper for comparison. Some index can take less time to create and some other take more time. Here Fig1 shows the average execution time for creating each index on different tables. Time should be noted from vertical axis in milliseconds for each index and tables are presented on horizontal axes. All the four tables are indexed on the geometry column. 
III. SPATIAL QUERIES
The spatial queries on this dataset are divided into five categories and these categories are followings-1) Simple SQL-These are the queries which do not have spatial data. These are only simple SQL queries and these are given in appendix A (Q1-Q6).
2) Geometry-These are spatial queries which includes measurements like length and area. These are given in appendix B (Q7-Q13). 3) Spatial Relationship Topological-It contains spatial queries which are based on topological spatial relationship and these queries are given in appendix C (Q14-Q17). 4) Spatial join-These are the queries which help in combine information from different tables. These queries are given in appendix D (Q18-Q20). 5) Nearest Neighborhoods-These queries helps in find objects which are close to given object. These are given in appendix E (Q21-Q22).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, graphs are shown for all five types of queries, with/without an index of the three indexing structures. In this experiment, execution time (in milliseconds) is noted for spatial indexing techniques in JavaAPI connected with PostgreSQL/Postgis.
A. Simple SQL:
The performance results for the simple SQL queries are shown in figure 2 through figure 5. By all the graphs presented above there is no single best method for executing simple SQL queries. Fig 6 shows an average time graph for all indexes and from this, it is easier to determine the most efficient indexing structure for Simple SQL. Here R-tree takes less time for executing Simple SQL queries.
B. Geometry(Metric Queries):
Fig 7 shows time taken by Geometry queries without index. Fig 8 through fig 10 shows the time taken when indexed using GiST, SP_GiST and R-tree respectively. According to the average time graph it is shows that R-tree is the best indexing scheme for geometry queries. The average time taken by R-tree is 17.73ms. Gist also gives better performance which takes 19.94ms.
C. Spatial Relationship
The time taken without index is shows in Fig 12 for 
D. Spatial Join
The time taken without index is shown in Fig 17 and Fig 18 to In spatial join this can notice that Q18 on an average took a lot of time without or with index.The query was about finding the toatal population and racial makeup of all the 28 neighborhoods of Manhattan borough so it was natural for the database to take some time to compute the query. Here R-tree gives best performance among all.
E. Nearst Neighbor
The V. CONCLUSION This paper compare the performance of three different spatial indexing structure for five different categories of queries.This comparison is performed on database PostgreSQL/PostGRE.PostGIS is spatial extension of PostgreSQL.By these experiments it is shown that R-tree gives best performance in Simlpe SQL and Geometry because arithmetic computation performed fast in R-tree whereas GiST gives best performance in Spatial Relation Ship and Nearest Neighbor queries because GiST supports neighbor search better than R-tree.In future one can build a spatio-temporal indexing structure which index dynamic data with an additional dimension of time. 
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